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Abstract

The BBC has been financed by a hypothecated tax lev-

ied on the use of television sets since 1946. For most of

the subsequent period, there has been substantial gov-

ernmental control of both broadcast content and plat-

forms. The economic arguments for different types of

intervention in public service broadcasting were dis-

cussed in the 1986 Peacock Report, which proposed

radical change. This article uses a similar methodology

to that of the Peacock Committee and concludes that

the case for government support for public service

broadcasting has been undermined by technological

developments which the Committee anticipated. It is

further argued that the BBC should be financed largely

by subscription and should adopt a mutual governance

structure.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

A key feature of broadcasting policy in the United Kingdom has involved the finance of a par-
ticular broadcaster, the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), by a licence fee levied on the
use of television sets or other devices for watching live or recorded television programmes. Only
one licence fee is needed per household. The BBC, though operating at arm's length, obtains its
remit from the government.
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While there have been plausible economic arguments offered for this approach, these argu-
ments are open to challenge, especially given changes in technology and global markets for con-
tent production, broadcasting, and streaming. The Report of the Committee on Financing the
BBC (Peacock Committee, 1986) was an important moment in instigating debates about these
issues. The Committee was set up under Mrs Thatcher's Conservative government; and Profes-
sor Alan Peacock, a distinguished classical liberal economist, was able to articulate an economic
case for competition. Since then, the technological innovations that Peacock anticipated have
happened in practice, and the question therefore arises as to whether the time has at last come
to implement the spirit of the Peacock Report.

Indeed, this article argues that the technological changes have been such that there is a
strong economic case for going further than Peacock. It is proposed that public service broad-
casting should not be a policy objective in and of itself. In this context, the analogy that Peacock
made with the development and state control of the publishing industry is especially helpful.

Conclusions in relation to the funding and ownership of the BBC follow from the analysis
of the development of the market for broadcast content. It is proposed that the BBC is financed
by subscription (or other sources of revenue as the organisation chooses). Consideration of the
economics of corporate governance then lead to a proposal for the BBC to become a subscriber-
owned mutual organisation.

The article begins by examining briefly the early decades of broadcasting from the
perspective of welfare economics and considers the arguments for different types of government
intervention. It then examines how those arguments developed around the time of, and after,
the Peacock Report. Following an analysis of how the government should see broadcasting in
policy terms, it discusses the appropriate approach to financing and ownership of the BBC.

2 | PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTING IN THE PRE-
SATELLITE ERA

The concept of ‘public service broadcasting’ is not well defined. However, there is a general acceptance
that it involves forms of broadcasting that are not fully provided by commercial producers and broad-
casters but have some public value. For example, Tunstall (2010, p. 146), while accepting that there is
a lack of clarity about the definition, suggests that “Advocacy of ‘Public Service’ involves a rhetoric of
non-profit public benefit and public enlightenment”. In this context, what was the economic rationale
for the UK's particular model of support for public service broadcasting, especially via the BBC?

2.1 | Broadcasting as a public good

It has often been argued that broadcasting in general and public service broadcasting in particu-
lar have the quality of public goods. Public goods (Samuelson, 1954) are goods which are not
excludable, so it is difficult to stop people who do not pay for them from benefiting from their
provision. They are also non-rivalrous, that is, the marginal cost of serving an additional user is
close to zero.1 Public goods are a widely understood category of economic goods and it is
accepted that public goods can be under-provided in the market. Given the available technology
in the early years of broadcasting, a plausible case could be made that broadcasting had these
qualities. The approach of charging a fee to everybody who had a television, regardless of
whether they watched BBC programmes,2 could be justified by economic reasoning.
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If the BBC were funded in this way, a case could then be made for government intervention
in the remit of the BBC, its governance, and the content of its programmes, partly on the gro-
unds that the lack of competition and the method of financing meant that price signals could
not communicate consumer preferences effectively.

To a large degree, changes in technology turned broadcasting from a public good to a private
good according to Samuelson's classification,3 or at the very least to a club good which is non-
rivalrous but excludable (Buchanan, 1965). Certainly, by the late 1950s the idea that BBC
programmes were excludable was questionable. Once commercial television was permitted, it
would have been possible to sell television sets which received only commercial television
(by limiting their spectrum) or which received commercial television by cable. Even if it is
argued that excludability of broadcast content in the immediate post-war period was not feasi-
ble at reasonable cost, there is no doubt that it is today. The public good arguments for licence-
fee funding of the BBC, if they were ever valid, are certainly not valid now.

2.2 | Is broadcasting a natural monopoly?

In theory, the current structure of the BBC could also be justified if broadcasting were a natural
monopoly. Intervention has been justified on this ground as recently as in Department for Cul-
ture, Media and Sport (1999, Annex VIII), drawing on other, more academic, sources. And
Helm (2013, p. 29) suggests: “Public service broadcasting arose in the context of a broadcasting
monopoly, when the technology provided for only one provider.”

Historically, it was argued that monopoly arose because of either or both of economies of
scale and spectrum scarcity. However, others have argued that this monopoly was far from nat-
ural and that the monopoly arose as a result of political decisions that limited spectrum and,
especially in the UK, through an institutional environment which led to the creation of a single
broadcaster with state-controlled entry (see Coase, 1947). In other words, the creation of the
BBC was the cause of the natural monopoly rather than its consequence. In the US, Coase (1959)
shows how there could have been a market for spectrum, with competition and freedom of
entry, but that this was stifled as an explicit objective of government policy. Quoting Herbert
Hoover, Coase (1959, p. 37) makes clear that the US government did not want freedom of entry
to the spectrum even if it were possible:

Radio communication is not to be considered as merely a business carried on for pri-
vate gain, for private advertisement, or for entertainment of the curious. It is a public
concern impressed with the public trust and to be considered primarily from the
standpoint of public interest in the same extent and upon the basis of the same general
principles as our other public utilities.

Hazlett (2017) discusses the history of the US government promotion of an ‘unnatural’ monop-
oly in all forms of radio and telecommunications over several decades. The development of
competition through the provision of additional television channels and the development of
cable television were restricted by regulation and not by the natural monopoly characteristics of
broadcasting. That regulation, at least to some extent, was based on paternalistic considerations.
In other words, state-controlled broadcasting was an instrument of social policy and paternalis-
tic political control rather than a desirable consequence of a natural monopoly designed to max-
imise economic welfare.
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2.3 | Externalities from broadcasting

A further argument for intervention arises from the belief that regulation or other means are
necessary to ensure that quality is maintained. In economic terms, there may be externalities
arising from good-quality broadcasting which has educational or other benefits and therefore, it
is argued, the state should intervene to ensure that such provision is made. This justification is
very similar to that used for intervention in markets for art and culture more generally, as dis-
cussed, for example, in Frey (2003, ch. 1).

There were several committees of inquiry into broadcasting policy and the BBC before the
1980s. One of these inquiries, the Crawford Committee of 1926, backed the arguments against
developing markets in broadcasting, reflecting the evidence given by J. C. W. Reith (later Lord
Reith and the first Director General of the BBC) that broadcasting must be conducted as a pub-
lic service “with definite standards” (see Peacock Committee, 1986, p. 3).4 Thus, socially pater-
nalistic arguments were used to justify intervention that was later justified by economic
arguments.

However, an economic analysis would not conclude that the existence of externalities alone
would justify the form of intervention in UK broadcasting that currently exists with a licence
fee-funded, state-owned broadcaster. Furthermore, if the other arguments for licence-fee
funding of the BBC were ever valid, changes in technology had undermined the rationale by
the mid-1980s. The Peacock Committee opened up these debates with a sustained economic
analysis of the case for different forms of intervention.

3 | THE PEACOCK COMMITTEE: THE ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS OF BROADCASTING POLICY

At the time of the Peacock Committee inquiry, there had been an expansion in the number of
UK television channels to four; technology was developing that would allow encryption; and
separate markets in content and broadcast production could be envisaged.

The Committee was established by then Home Secretary, Leon Brittan, in 1985 and it
reported to his successor, Douglas Hurd, in 1986. It went back to first principles and examined
the relationship between consumer preferences, market provision, and the underlying reasons
for government intervention in industries such as broadcasting.

The Committee started from the premise that consumer preferences should dictate broad-
casting policy and content. However, it rejected the idea that there should be no government
intervention in promoting particular types of broadcast content. The Committee's Report made
direct analogies with government support for arts and culture (Peacock Committee, 1986,
p. 127). It argued that programming which promoted knowledge, culture, criticism and experi-
ment would be suitable for (as the Committee put it) “public patronage”. The key feature of
public support should be that it would be of a positive kind and transparent and given to pro-
gramme makers (1986, p. 128).

The Peacock Committee (1986, pp. 130–6) proposed that the then current institutional struc-
ture surrounding broadcasting should be allowed to evolve into a subscription model with
explicit support through a grant-giving body for particular types of programming.5 If this
approach had been adopted it would have allowed a wide range of broadcasters to bid for subsi-
dies. The focus of policy would have moved away from supporting institutions to supporting
content. The contestability of government support for public service broadcasting could have
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happened immediately, but the implementation of Peacock's recommendations in relation to
subscription for the BBC presupposed changes in technology that would lead to multichannel
competition and encryption.

Upon the Peacock Committee report being presented to Parliament by Douglas Hurd,
Hurd (1986) suggested that he favoured the model of competition Peacock proposed. Specifi-
cally, he said:

In the longer term, perhaps through the provision of a national cable grid, a genuinely
competitive market in television services could be brought about … There would be
scope for greater diversity of programmes and a wider choice for consumers, who
would have much greater freedom than is now possible to decide which programme
services they would like and at what price. Special arrangements are envisaged to
ensure that public service programmes are available which, though needed, the mar-
ket might not produce unaided.

The report divided opinion. For example, Gerald Kaufmann MP suggested that the proposals to
turn the BBC into a subscription service would turn it into a provider of the broadcasting equiv-
alent of junk food (Kaufmann, 1986).6

4 | THE RETREAT FROM PEACOCK

The Peacock Committee's expectations in relation to the development of technology have been
realised. But, despite some promise of reform in the 2005 Charter Review process and some ref-
erences to different approaches to support for public service broadcasting in occasional parlia-
mentary reports, the Peacock approach seems to have declined in influence.

4.1 | Peacock's final fling

Perhaps the point at which a government came closest to significant policy change in the direc-
tion of implementing Peacock was at the time of the 2005 BBC Charter Review.7 There was sig-
nificant discussion of alternative approaches to funding public service broadcasting, including
those along the lines Peacock proposed, at that time. The Burns Report, published in 2005,
commissioned by the Labour government, recommended, for example, that some of the
licence fee could be distributed to other broadcasters (Department for Culture, Media and
Sport, 2005a). This was discussed in the House of Lords Select Committee Report of the same
year, though rejected. Interestingly, academics Mark Armstrong and Martin Cave, in their evi-
dence to the House of Lords Select Committee, expressed the view that public service broadcast-
ing could be financed by subscription (House of Lords, 2005, para. 129).

The government, however, decided to defer reform, stating in their final review document
(Department for Culture, Media and Sport, 2005b, pp. 105–6):

We do not believe that decisions about the wider Government response can or should
be made now. However, they will need to be made at some point during the next ten
years. We therefore propose a review, to take place towards the end of the [digital]
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switchover process, of whether there is a case for public funding, including licence fee
income, to be distributed more widely to recipients beyond the BBC. In the period run-
ning up to the review, we would welcome more detailed work from Ofcom on the pos-
sible form of a Public Service Publisher.8

4.2 | Smouldering embers of Peacock

The ideas in the Peacock report have been echoed occasionally elsewhere. For example, it was
recognised in a House of Lords Communications Committee report published in 2009 (House
of Lords, 2009, para. 11) that the context for public service broadcasting policy has changed and
that, implicitly, policy should move on from a consideration of institutions to a policy focused
on broadcast content:

Nevertheless the interpretation of public service broadcasting as content that the mar-
ket does not sufficiently provide is gaining increasing support. It implies a focus on
defining the core elements of public service provision that should, as a matter of public
policy, continue to be supported. Such elements might include, for example, national
and regional news, current affairs programmes, the arts, children's programming,
programmes dealing with religion and other beliefs and UK content.

A government Green Paper (Department of Media, Culture and Sport, 2015, p. 14) used similar
reasoning to the House of Lords (2009). Interestingly, though, it slipped seamlessly from
describing broadcast content as a merit good that would be under-provided in a market to
suggesting that the BBC itself should be specifically supported as an institution.

Despite the government saying in 2005 that decisions would have to be taken within the fol-
lowing ten years, the various successor governments in fact beat a retreat from Peacock. No
serious reform proposals have come from within government and, arguably, we have moved
away from approaches that would lead to competition for public service broadcasting funds and
retained an approach that focuses on specific institutions.

At the same time, an arbitrary definition of public service broadcasting seems to have been
adopted. For example, the definition used by the Office of Communications (Ofcom, 2017) sug-
gests that public service broadcasting should reflect and strengthen UK cultural identity
through original programming at UK, national, and regional levels, on occasion bringing audi-
ences together for shared experiences, and that it should be original new UK content rather
than repeats or acquisitions. This definition appears contrived and somewhat nationalistic, and
does not accord with the relevant legislation.

The arbitrary nature of Ofcom's defined characteristics of public service broadcasting is
reflected in Ofcom's reporting on public service broadcasting. For example, Ofcom's report on
Public Service Broadcasting in the Digital Age (Ofcom, 2018, p. 1) states:

Public service broadcasting has so far held up well to greater global competition.
Reach, though falling, remains high. The most popular programmes, dramas like The
Night Manager and Broadchurch, and entertainment shows like The Great British
Bake Off and Gogglebox, compare well to the best in the world.
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It is not clear that the particular programmes cited meet the criteria for public service broad-
casting suggested by Peacock or that they could not be provided commercially. In citing these
examples, Ofcom seems to be defining public service broadcasting simply as that content which
is shown by those broadcasters that are defined by Parliament and Ofcom as public service
broadcasters in the UK. This is the opposite of the approach proposed by Peacock.

5 | PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTING: BEYOND PEACOCK?

Peacock produced a cogent analysis of the purpose of policy in relation to public service broad-
casting from which governments have retreated. However, 35 years on from Peacock, a legiti-
mate question can be raised as to whether the justification for public service broadcasting
proposed by Peacock is itself outdated.

5.1 | Globalisation, streaming, and the production of quality content

The globalisation of broadcasting weakens the case for support for at least some types of public
service broadcasting. Because broadcasting and streaming have a very low marginal cost, expan-
ding the scope of the market and segmenting it, both geographically and in terms of the time of
viewing, will make a broader range of content profitable.9 It may be the case that people do not
watch as much educational content as others think desirable, but this cannot easily be solved
by simply subsidising the creation of more content. Indeed, this was an argument for subsidy
that Peacock rejected. The Discovery Channel, Quest, Yesterday and EWTN, amongst many other
conventional channels (some free to air, others available cheaply by subscription) and a whole
host of on-demand video platforms, show the kind of material that most contributors to debates
on broadcasting policy would in the past have classified as public service broadcasting.

A further argument against the Peacock Committee approach in the modern era is that it is
increasingly difficult to define ‘broadcasting’. There has been a huge shift in the number of peo-
ple receiving content via streaming as opposed to via aerial. By 2014 the proportion of US
households that receive television programming only via aerial (6 per cent) was approximately
equal to the proportion that received content only via the internet (5 per cent). Furthermore, by
2014, 46 per cent of US television-user households watched video on laptop, notebook, or
netbook (up from 38 per cent in 2013); 43 per cent watched video on a smartphone (up from
33 per cent in 2013); 35 per cent watched video on a tablet (up from 26 per cent in 2013); and
34 per cent watched video on a desktop computer (up from 30 per cent in 2013) (Booth &
Davies, 2016, pp. 4–5).

In the UK, 18–34-year-olds watch seven times as much Netflix and YouTube as BBC1 con-
tent and spend more time watching Netflix and YouTube than all other public service channels
put together. The average time spent by all adults watching Netflix and YouTube is greater than
the amount of time spent watching BBC1 (Ofcom, 2019, p. 19). Furthermore, most non-
broadcast content is now watched on a television set (Ofcom, 2019, p. 21). This makes it
increasingly difficult to justify requiring people to pay for a television licence if they are not
watching broadcast content. Interestingly, amongst young people the proportion of shared
viewing of content is increasing dramatically and, in general, the length of viewing sessions is
increasing (Ofcom, 2019, p. 22). This seems to undermine the argument that we need a
‘national broadcaster’ to bring people together (an argument frequently used by the BBC).
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Indeed, in many ways, broadcasting is becoming more like printing and publishing, an analogy
which will be developed below.

5.2 | Untangling instruments and targets

An extension of Peacock's reasoning would involve seeing broadcasting as a means to an end
and not an end in itself. Broadcasting and related activities form ways in which policy ends in
the field of culture, education, and other areas can be achieved. Arguably, changes in technol-
ogy mean that policy in relation to public service broadcasting as such is no longer necessary. If
this is accepted, from the perspective of economic analysis the policy targets should lie in the
field of education and culture: broadcasting would then be regarded as an instrument to achieve
the necessary targets.10 To maintain the policy focus on broadcasting as such would be to con-
fuse the instrument with the target. Those working in the field of education and culture should
choose the correct instruments to achieve their desired targets. If we have a policy that pro-
motes government-supported public service broadcasting as a matter of principle, then one pos-
sible policy instrument which might achieve particular objectives in areas such as education
and culture becomes the target itself. As a result, its efficacy relative to other instruments is
never properly evaluated.

Following this reasoning, in the modern era broadcasting should be regarded as a policy
instrument that might be used to serve ends in other areas of policy, in the same way that
hospitals are an instrument or means of achieving goals in health policy but are not a policy
end in themselves.

This way of thinking is not simply theoretical. Various organisations sponsor the publication
of books, other information sources, museums, the production of videos, the development of
websites, and so on, for educational purposes. In the same way, they could also sponsor the
development of content for broadcasting and streaming.11 The Arts Council could give grants to
producers and broadcasters to promote its objectives. The distinction between a performance in
a theatre (subsidised by the Arts Council) and a niche television programme broadcast by
the BBC or any other channel and subject to an entirely different policy framework is an
artificial one.

This reasoning would take policy beyond Peacock. Rather than following Peacock and
making funding for public-service broadcasting contestable, it is proposed here that there would
be no policy in relation to, or specific funds for, public service broadcasting at all. The financing
of broadcasting could, however, come from a range of government departments or agencies that
wanted to achieve their policy objectives through the instrument of financing or subsidy of
broadcast or streamed content.

6 | FUNDING THE BBC

If there is to be a widely distributed model for funding the development of broadcasting content
which does not focus on specific channels of communication or, indeed, relate directly and
explicitly to broadcasting itself, the question of the funding and ownership of the BBC arises.
The Peacock Committee (1986, pp. 135–6) also made that link and argued in favour of subscrip-
tion when the technology allowed. Peacock's conclusion was made clear by Douglas Hurd in
Parliament: “The committee believes that this will take time, but in a few years, in preparation
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for this, payment for BBC services should be made through subscription, leading to the end of
the licence fee system” (Hurd, 1986).

6.1 | Welfare economics and the case for subscription

Peacock regarded the biggest obstacle to the use of a subscription model for funding the BBC as
being technical. Possible sources of market failure that might prevent subscription from being
appropriate were also discussed by the Peacock Committee (1986, pp. 29, 30). The possibility of
free-riding with non-payers consuming the BBC's services can now easily be overcome by tech-
nology. However, Peacock also discussed the fact that many broadcasting services can be pro-
vided at zero marginal cost, and thus some people who value the service might not receive it if
the service has to be priced to cover average costs (which, by definition, will be above marginal
costs if marginal costs are zero). However, subscription can deal with this problem at least up to
a point by using different pricing rules for different people who perceive a low marginal benefit
from the service (e.g. showing programmes with time delay at a much cheaper subscription or
providing cheaper subscriptions to students or other groups with high price elasticity of
demand). Indeed, subscription is a common way of providing a club good, which broadcasting
has now clearly become.

If the technical objections to subscription have been largely overcome, what are the advan-
tages from an economic perspective? Weeds (2013, p. 11) points out that there are allocative
inefficiencies from the current funding model:

A potentially more significant inefficiency arises when the licence fee coexists with pay
TV. In order to subscribe to the pay TV operator's package the consumer must also
pay the licence fee, even if she has little or no desire to watch the public channels. This
distorts consumer choices regarding pay TV. Suppose that a consumer would pur-
chase the pay TV package on a stand-alone basis. If her incremental willingness to
pay for the package on top of the licence fee is too small then she will be excluded from
consuming this good: this is a form of allocative inefficiency.

Weeds then comments that price signals inform suppliers as to which products are most highly
prized by consumers.

These arguments certainly have greater resonance in an environment in which viewers of
content can make active choices. The welfare losses from the licence fee model are greater the
greater is the price elasticity of demand for alternatives and this, in turn, will be strongly depen-
dent on the range of available substitutes.

6.2 | Subscription and the current debate

The debate around subscription models was reignited by a question asked by Julian Knight MP
of Nicky Morgan, then a Member of Parliament and Secretary of State for Culture, Media and
Sport, at a Select Committee hearing on 16 October 2019. She replied:

What I have not seen is any evidence either way that says what a subscription based
system would do for the revenue. The licence fee last year raised £3.7 billion for the
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BBC, and it has other sources of income as well. I would need to understand what that
would do to its income if we were going to change … undoubtedly the broadcasting sec-
tor is changing. I am learning more and more in this job but I think we all know, from
streaming services and the way the younger generation consumes services, that it will
change. (Morgan, 2019, Q506)

The implication of her response is that she would be less favourable towards ending the licence
fee if it reduced revenue to the BBC. This conflicts with a welfare economics perspective which
would suggest that the welfare costs of quasi-compulsory funding are greater, the greater is the
elasticity of demand for the service which is being funded in this way.

Morgan's comment brought a response from the Chairman of the BBC, David Clementi,
who argued against consumer sovereignty under a subscription model. He suggested that
the BBC would naturally reflect the tastes of its subscribers if it followed such a model and
that they would be predominantly better-off viewers. James Heath, as Director of Policy at
the BBC had made similar arguments in an article published on the BBC website in 2014:
“Subscription channels are very good at serving specific audiences but the social and cul-
tural value of the BBC comes from its universal availability as well as the range and breadth
of our output” (Heath, 2014a). In a further article, Heath (2014b) argued that the BBC
provided for shared experiences as the community came together to watch specific events
on the BBC.

There are counter-arguments to these points. First, if audiences were to become more frag-
mented as people watched different content from different providers while the BBC were
financed by subscription, that would be a reflection of consumer sovereignty and the desire of
different types of viewer to obtain their content from different sources. An argument is made
that the BBC should serve a wide audience because it is funded by the licence fee; an argument
is also made that we should have the licence fee because the BBC serves a wide audience. But
no clear case is made for having a broadcasting institution that serves a wide audience as a
matter of policy.12

With regard to the question of serving better-off audiences, the work of Vir, Hall, and Foye
(2018) and of the BBC itself suggests that, to a large degree, it is the better-off market that the
BBC already serves. The question is whether other audiences should pay for the BBC even if
they do not feel that the BBC serves them.

Although it is suggested by the BBC (see e.g. BBC, 2018) that its service is popular and
reaches all households and tastes, the data quoted by the BBC itself raise legitimate questions.
The BBC states that 56 per cent of UK adults think that the BBC is effective at reflecting people
like them. However, this figure is much higher (64 per cent) for ABC1s (higher social class and
income people) than it is for BAME respondents (48 per cent). BAME individuals watch half as
much BBC television and listen to half as much BBC radio as the ABC1 group (BBC, 2018).

Vir, Hall, and Foye (2018) suggest that the BBC, as the main public service broadcaster,
struggles to deliver content which is appreciated by wide groups of the population. They
conclude:

• The BBC was widely considered to have a white, middle class, south-east bias.
• People from lower socio-economic backgrounds felt they are often portrayed in narrow

and negative ways.
• Many minority groups feel misunderstood, stigmatised or simply overlooked by society in

general, and notice this reflected on TV.
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No judgement is passed on the BBC in relation to these observations. The point is that
changing technology has ensured that a wide variety of different content types are provided
by a huge range of providers – some with millions of viewers in the UK and some with
a few hundred. Given the range of alternative content provision, a strong argument, both
in terms of economic welfare and in terms of fairness, can be made against licence-fee
funding.

6.3 | Broadcasting and publishing

The Peacock Committee (1986, pp. 5–6) drew an analogy between broadcasting and the devel-
opment of printing and publishing. Peacock argued that statutory and church regulation
restricted the proliferation of competing publishers with periodic liberalisation followed by the
reimposition of restraints. But it is also notable that the available technology, the inability of
people to read, low real incomes, and high material costs ensured the low penetration of the
published word before the nineteenth century. This was rather like broadcasting in the early
years – strong state control and technological constraints going hand-in-hand. No doubt the
state control inhibited the development of technology (see above). Certainly, the limitations of
available technology made state control easier. As with the early years of broadcasting, public
policy interventions exacerbated a situation which to an extent was the natural result of other
factors.

In publishing, this changed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Technology
improved, raw materials costs fell in real terms, and real incomes rose. A similar phenome-
non is happening in relation to broadcasting and content provision. In both broadcasting
and streaming there is a huge variety of genres, delivered in different ways through different
platforms and responding to different tastes and by different organisations. This is similar to
how bookshops, libraries, pamphlets, novels, and newspapers all proliferated in the nine-
teenth century: in 1898 there were around 400 publishers in Britain and Ireland alone
(English Catalogue of Books, 1901). The growth in publishing both encouraged and was
encouraged by a growth in literacy. Good-quality literature was read and literature from the
period is still read today.

The parallels between publishing and broadcasting continue almost down to fine details. In
publishing, as well as a variety of formats (magazine, newspapers, serialisations, books, and
pamphlets) there was also a variety of payment mechanisms (subscriptions to series or serials,
pay-per-chapter, pay-per-book, and subscription to lending libraries which would allow readers
to read as much as they wished in return for the subscription). High and low price-elasticity
markets were segmented in order to cover fixed costs and ensure that all who valued the output
could benefit (hardback and higher priced editions being sold before lower-priced and lower-
quality editions). This is very similar to broadcasting today.

The arguments for the continued funding of the BBC through a television licence seem
to be no stronger than those for a state-funded publisher producing books or a publisher
of books providing free literature financed by a tax on all other literature. The analogies
between the two sectors are very strong. Furthermore, a consideration of welfare economics
would suggest that the BBC should not be funded by a tax on all television sets but by sub-
scription. This conclusion then leads to the need to consider the question of ownership of
the BBC.
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7 | THE OWNERSHIP OF THE BBC

In this section, we examine potential ownerships structures for the BBC. The underlying
assumption is that its main funding mechanism will be from subscription.

7.1 | A nationalised BBC?

A government-owned corporation could operate exactly as the BBC does now while having to
compete for subscription income. The BBC could be directly owned and controlled through a
government department or it could be controlled at arm's length as it is currently or through
UK Government Investments, which manages government corporations such as Channel 4.

There are, however, a number of disadvantages to state ownership. It could be argued that
state ownership is likely to embed inefficiencies and reduce innovation. It might also prevent
the evolution of forms of corporate governance which might be desirable in a rapidly changing
broadcasting world. Nationalisation may limit access to outside sources of capital on a commer-
cial basis if general Treasury criteria for the provision of investment funds and for borrowing
were applied.

The empirical evidence on the performance of nationalised and privatised companies is
mixed and difficult to interpret because of the intense effort put into making some companies
fit for privatisation in the 1980s and early 1990s. However, Parker (1994) certainly finds evi-
dence to suggest enhanced performance for privatised companies. There are few industries that
do not have a substantial natural monopoly aspect to their business that are normally regarded
as candidates for government ownership. It is clear that the BBC is not a natural monopoly in
the current age.

While the author believes that the evidence against maintaining the BBC as a government-
owned institution is strong, these arguments are contestable and cannot be fully reviewed in
this article. There are, however, two further arguments against a nationalised BBC. The first is
that it increases the likelihood of direct political interference in the broadcaster's activities. The
second is that a nationalised BBC funded through non-compulsory sources reduces the plurality
of ownership forms, especially given that Channel 413 is nationalised.

Though ultimately accountable to government, which has the power to grant and periodi-
cally change a Royal Charter, the BBC currently has a different ownership model from tradi-
tional nationalised companies. However, the arguments for and against state ownership are not
obviously different in the case of the Royal Charter model. The BBC does not have full commer-
cial freedoms; it is not free to raise capital as it wishes; and there is a degree of control by gov-
ernment that does not exist in relation to commercial or independent charitable organisations.

7.2 | A fully commercialised BBC?

An alternative to maintaining the BBC as a state-owned company would be full commercial
privatisation. This was the model used in the 1980s and 1990s for nearly all the previously
nationalised industries. Congdon (2014) has argued in favour of full privatisation and com-
mercialisation with a shareholder-owned model. He suggested that the audience potential for
producers and broadcasters of content is now global. He argues that the national lens through
which broadcasting policy is viewed is anachronistic and that the BBC should be privatised and
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commercialised so that it is free to take advantage of all markets and potential collaborations
with other broadcasters and platforms. In particular, Congdon points out that within a century
the UK will have only 1 per cent of the world's English-speaking population14 and that any
broadcaster or content provider, using all the available technology, cannot thrive if constrained
by government ownership.

These arguments are all valid. However, the question that is raised here is whether this is
the right form of ownership and governance for an institution such as the BBC. It is certainly
true that shareholder-owned organisations can respond more rapidly in periods of rapid techni-
cal change because of reduced agency costs (see below). It can, though, be argued that the BBC
may have inherent value embedded in the institution. This value could be lost by a radical
change involving full commercialisation. Institutions evolve in the political, civic, social, and
economic spheres. Arguably, the process of competition helps to select those institutions that
are most effective in their own domain and those forms of governance that are appropriate for
different institutions operating in different arenas.15 Of course, the BBC has not been exposed
to a process of competition. The question is whether there might be a form of governance which
will preserve the institutional memory that has evolved while ensuring that consumer prefer-
ences are reflected in the output of the BBC and exposing it to competition.

7.3 | A subscriber-owned mutual?

Some time after the Peacock Committee reported, Peacock himself suggested that the BBC
should be rather like the National Trust (an independent British charity and membership orga-
nisation for environmental and heritage conservation) without elaborating on the precise own-
ership or governance structure (Peacock, 2004). This idea is worth exploring.

In a free society there are many forms of institution that are not necessarily fully commer-
cial or shareholder-owned. There is a long tradition of different ownership models in sectors
such as insurance, banking, retailing, and higher education, dating back centuries.16 Full com-
mercial privatisation could be regarded as a ‘constructivist’ approach which would not allow
the institution to evolve organically.17

As the BBC has not operated in an environment in which it has been subject to the process
of competition, it is difficult to make a judgment on the appropriate model for the BBC if it
moves out of government ownership. But there is certainly no a priori reason to assume that a
shareholder model of ownership might be preferred. It might be the case that a mutual struc-
ture would be innately more likely to preserve those aspects of the BBC that are widely valued.
Under such a model, consumer sovereignty, the importance of which was stressed by Peacock,
would still prevail. Furthermore, the BBC would still be competing against fully commercial
organisations and would thrive or not depending on whether its services were valued.

What might be the arguments in favour of a non-shareholder-owned model of governance
for the BBC?

First, individuals may obtain value from being members of clubs, part-owners of mutual
societies, and so on, which goes beyond the measurable financial advantages. Indeed, it is worth
noting that, as suggested by Peacock (2004), there is probably not a consumer desire for a fully
commercialised broadcaster of the kind proposed by Congdon. Opinion polls have reflected
this. In a 2017 opinion poll, only 25 per cent of the population expressed the view that the BBC
should be “privatised and run by private companies”. The proportion expressing the view that it
should be run in the public sector was 58 per cent (YouGov, 2017). However, in more recent
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polls there has been strong opposition to licence-fee funding. For example, in a poll published
in December 2019, 75 per cent of people opposed licence-fee funding and 56 per cent of people
believed that the BBC should secure its own funding (Bodkin, 2019). Another poll in July 2014,
commissioned by the Whitehouse Consultancy of media analysts, found that 51 per cent of the
public would support the idea of abolishing the licence fee and making the BBC “fund itself”
(Ross, 2014). Of course, decisions should not be taken simply by reference to opinion polls; and
the option of a mutual model was not suggested as an alternative in the polls. However, there
does not seem to be strong public support for the binary option of government ownership and
the status quo or for privatisation along shareholder-owned lines.

Second, there are also arguments from corporate governance economics that favour the con-
sideration of alternatives. Ricketts (2019, chs 10, 11) discusses the relative advantages and disad-
vantages of non-profit organisations and mutual societies.18 Mutuals grew up in financial
services to deal with conflicts of interest between owners and customers arising from informa-
tion asymmetries. However, mutual organisations suffer from principal–agent problems and
higher transactions costs of monitoring managements to ensure that they pursue the objectives
of owners. In other words, they manage conflicts of interest between owners and managers less
effectively than proprietary companies. Although much is written about principal–agent prob-
lems in shareholder-owned companies,19 the market has mechanisms that alleviate these prob-
lems.20 Mutual organisations, by nature, have very dispersed ownership and it is more difficult
for them to overcome principal–agent problems. They will therefore tend to exist where these
disadvantages matter less and where there are specific benefits from that organisational form.

Given that mutuals can handle conflicts of interest between customers and owners better,
why might this be relevant to a large broadcasting network with a high degree of embedded
trust? First, the size and dominance of the BBC could create conflicts of interest between owners
and the consumers in the same way that any organisation with monopoly power can lead to
suboptimal outcomes. Additionally, if the BBC became owned by a single individual or group of
individuals who wished to pay a premium price in order to use the BBC to promote a political
agenda, the interests of owners and subscribers may not be aligned. A mutual structure would
prevent this happening. In turn, this may allow a reconsideration and relaxation of media com-
petition rules more generally as this approach would embed structural diversity into the market
and should, perhaps, make us less concerned both with BBC dominance and with the domi-
nance of other players as there would be a range of models competing alongside each other.

In fact, non-proprietary forms of organisation do tend to exist especially in education, cul-
ture and the arts, according to Ricketts. This is largely because it is easier for such organisations
to attract funding from non-commercial sources. A mutual structure would facilitate the devel-
opment of a non-profit or charitable subsidiary for the BBC. This could raise philanthropic
funds for certain types of broadcasting and content provision, especially those which are com-
monly described as ‘public service’, but, in the terms outlined in this article, are better described
as having specific cultural or educational goals. Such goals might be supported by charities or
other grant-giving bodies. Although it is possible for shareholder-owned companies to create
charitable foundations, their objectives are normally different from those of the corporation
which founds them.

Mutual organisations tend to be more conservative in their corporate governance because of
the transactions costs of organising change. While that might be regarded as a disadvantage in
most markets, as Fairbairn (2004, pp. 67–8) notes, conserving the nature of the BBC as an insti-
tution might be intrinsically valuable in ways that might not be easily reflected in the market
prices for its services: “In many areas of our cultural and civic life, institutions play a pivotal
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role in sustaining public service values that risk being diluted if these institutions themselves
are hollowed out.”

Conservatism in governance can, paradoxically, encourage artistic innovation that may be
more difficult to promote within a shareholder-owned firm. The importance of cultural conser-
vatism is one of the reasons why universities and other institutions tend not to be shareholder-
owned, according to Ricketts (1999, 2000). Related to this, the BBC brand may well have signifi-
cant value, especially overseas. For example, it is the fourth most trusted news brand in the US
(Kearney, 2017). That brand value might well be greater if the organisation had conservative
corporate governance mechanisms because it is understood by owners that there are self-
imposed constraints on radical change.

Graham (2013) uses arguments not dissimilar to the above to justify continued state owner-
ship of the BBC. He criticises shareholder-owned models in capitalism in general, quoting the
work of Colin Mayer (2013) arguing that shareholder-owned companies are too short-term in
their thinking. Then, specifically in relation to the BBC, Graham (2013, p. 49) writes: “Second,
as it happens, the BBC meets both of Mayer's criteria. It has a very long-term shareholding – the
UK public in perpetuity – and it has different purposes from that of the maximisation of profits.
Its role, often stated but still worth repeating, is to inform, educate, and entertain.”

However, this is faulty reasoning. Mayer is not supporting nationalisation but alternative
forms of private ownership with longer-term shareholdings. The literature in public choice eco-
nomics (see e.g. Buchanan & Tullock, 1962) illustrates the problems of ensuring that a
nationalised corporation will be run for the benefit of its nominal owners. A subscriber-owned
mutual would surely meet Graham's criteria more effectively as well as being compatible with
Mayer's critiques of shareholder-owned companies.

Indeed, interestingly, Graham (2013, p. 49) then continues: “Seen from this new perspective,
we are fortunate, indeed, that in the newspaper world, the Guardian exists and that in world of
broadcasting, we have the BBC. British democracy would be a much weaker institution without
these two players.” The Guardian is not, in fact, owned by the state but by a charitable trust. It
is close to the model that Peacock seems to have preferred.

A feasible model for BBC ownership would involve turning the licence fee into a subscrip-
tion, as proposed above. The BBC would be able to provide different packages for different ser-
vice levels, both domestically and internationally. It would also be able to sell programmes on a
pay-per-view basis and make some service available for free with or without advertising on
appropriate platforms. There could be differences between the subscriptions for streamed, digi-
tal, and broadcast content and content viewed with a time delay. There could also be different
subscription rates, for example for students and older people. Such differentiation of subscrip-
tion levels helps promote welfare maximisation where the value of the service differs between
groups and the marginal cost of providing the service is zero (Peacock Committee, 1986,
pp. 29–30). Within this model, all individuals and commercial entities that subscribe to a cer-
tain level would become equal owners in a mutual structure for the BBC. Instead of the trustees
of the BBC being appointed by representatives of the licence-fee payer (notionally the govern-
ment), they would be elected by the subscribers in the same way as the trustees of a charity
such as the National Trust are proposed and elected or in the same way as the board of a
mutual building society is elected. The National Trust has 6 million members and so the scale
of the BBC as a mutual organisation would be similar to that of the National Trust, though
somewhat larger.21

It would be possible, in principle, for the BBC to have a mutual structure while developing
specific activities in joint ventures, shareholder-owned subsidiaries, or charities22 so that it can
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take advantage of the commercial opportunities discussed by Congdon (2014). The success of
such ventures would allow member subscriptions to be reduced or provide capital for invest-
ment. Indeed, universities have governance structures reflecting their culture and they have a
wide range of partnerships, profit-making enterprises, charitable foundations, and so on operat-
ing domestically and internationally. London University is such an example which is, despite
the difficulty of conducting mergers and developing profit-making subsidiaries in the field of
higher education, about the same size as the BBC.23

There are two arguments against a mutual as opposed to a shareholder-owned structure.
First, the shareholder-owned structure tends to raise and use capital more efficiently. Second,
there are no significant media organisations that have adopted a mutual structure. However,
there are a number of media organisations which are successful joint ventures or entirely chari-
table. On balance, the author would suggest that a mutual structure should be adopted. It
would seem to accord with current consumer preferences, and the BBC would still be subject to
competition and consumer sovereignty. At the same time, such an ownership structure would
promote diversity and allow the government to remove extensive regulations designed to pro-
mote media pluralism. A mutual structure is also more likely to preserve the institutional mem-
ory of the BBC and promote artistic innovation. Other large shareholder-owned media
organisations would compete with the BBC and, if they are based on more efficient models,
they will thrive compared with the subscriber-owned BBC. The BBC would still be able to
develop and subsequently take to market shareholder-owned subsidiaries as well as initiating
joint ventures.24

8 | CONCLUSION

The Peacock Report was an important landmark in the economics of broadcasting. It was a
sustained economic analysis of public service broadcasting coming from a perspective that
respected consumer sovereignty while also appreciating the value of the institution of the BBC.

The conclusions of the Peacock Report on the BBC and on public service broadcasting more
generally have not been implemented. If anything, in recent years public consultations on
broadcasting have tended to beat a retreat from Peacock. However, the technological change
that Peacock believed was necessary before full implementation of the approach recommended
by the Committee on financing the BBC has happened. Indeed, the changes in broadcasting
technology and content have been so dramatic that this article argues that we should go beyond
Peacock. Analogies with publishing are especially pertinent. The provision of broadcasting and
streamed content now takes place in such a heterogeneous environment that we cannot easily
define the activity of broadcasting or define those who are undertaking the activity. This article
argues that public service broadcasting should not be a policy objective as such. Therefore, it is
proposed that there should be no specific support for public service broadcasting even if govern-
ment departments and organisations provide support for broadcasting or digital content in pur-
suit of other government policy objectives.

An economic analysis of broadcasting would now conclude that it is a club good and not a
public good. Given this, there are strong arguments for the BBC becoming a subscription
service.

It is also proposed that the BBC adopts a mutual structure whereby it is owned by its sub-
scribers. Such an approach would put the organisation in a position of competing with profit-
driven broadcasting organisations so that it would not thrive unless the model is valued. The
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BBC would still have the freedom to develop charitable arms (for explicit educational purposes),
joint ventures, and fully commercial subsidiaries. This approach would embed media plurality
and diversity while exposing the BBC to the rigours of competition and ensuring that consumer
sovereignty determines the shape of the broadcasting market in the remainder of the twenty-
first century.

NOTES
1 In fact, Samuelson focused only on the characteristic of public goods (or collective consumption goods as he
called them) being non-rivalrous.

2 If televisions were owned only for watching pre-recorded videos and no signals were received, the licence fee
did not have to be paid.

3 This may not be true of educational and cultural aspects of broadcasting, which will be discussed later.
4 The earlier Sykes Committee (1923) had suggested that broadcasting should be regulated while implying that it
should not be undertaken by the state.

5 Such a body is often described as an ‘Arts Council for the Air’, the Arts Council being the UK body that pro-
vides such grants in the sphere of culture and the arts.

6 Interestingly, recent criticism of subscriber models for the BBC, for example in a speech by David Clementi,
BBC chairman (Clementi, 2019), has suggested that a subscriber-funded BBC would orientate its output
towards the middle class (though serving the middle class and producing ‘junk food’ are not mutually exclu-
sive, the emphasis is certainly different).

7 It is interesting to note that the author was asked by one of the official bodies involved in reviews of policy at
this time to arrange a series of events in Westminster with Professor Sir Alan Peacock. There was a clear open-
ness to his ideas.

8 The reference to the Public Service Publisher relates to Ofcom's own proposal to broaden the production of
public service content through a wider range of providers (Ofcom, 2005, ch. 5). This idea was dropped in 2008.

9 The argument is complex because it combines points relating to externalities and club goods. If the marginal
social benefit is always above marginal private benefit, welfare economics would normally lead to the conclu-
sion that there should be a subsidy. However, assume that fixed costs are £100 million and marginal costs are
zero, it is possible to obtain revenue of £90 million from 0.9 million viewers and social benefits from broadcast-
ing are £20 million. The programme will not be produced and broadcast without a subsidy. However, in this
case expanding the market and the revenue sources and also segmenting the market so that more is charged to
those who value the programme more can make it more likely that the socially valuable programme will be
broadcast. If the market can be segmented in such a way that some viewers can watch at a zero price at the
margin while revenue is recouped from other viewers and from subscriptions, then the whole market will be
served as efficiently as if the programme had been licence fee-funded and provided free for everybody. Of
course, there may still be people who value the programme insufficiently, but, unless we pay people to watch it
or prohibit competing programmes, no method of funding can resolve that problem.

10 This distinction between instruments and targets is made in a somewhat analogous but different context in
macroeconomic modelling. The early work was developed by Tinbergen (1952).

11 The Smithsonian television channel does this, for example.
12 Of course, the BBC, with a subscription service, might in any case serve a wide audience. The question is

whether this should be an explicit policy objective.
13 Channel 4 is a publicly owned channel, but mainly supported by advertising. It began broadcasting in 1982.
14 Currently, the figure is between 3 per cent and 4 per cent.
15 Perhaps this wider interpretation of competition and evolution is best expressed in Hayek (1988).
16 There were 28 mutual life insurers in 1863, for example, one of which survived nearly 250 years with a very

similar culture and approach to corporate governance (see Black, 1864).
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17 Again, see Hayek (1988). It should be noted that this is not a definitive argument. In principle, almost any
change could have this accusation levelled against it. Nevertheless, in this case a model of ownership will be
proposed which would be compatible with organic evolution. The dangers of imposing a model on an industry
that does not evolve in the market itself are illustrated by the example of railway privatisation in the UK. The
government imposed a corporate structure that had not evolved in the market. The transactions costs of that
model have contributed to its lack of success – at least in certain parts of the country. See, for example,
McCartney and Stittle (2017).

18 Other work in this area coming to broadly the same conclusion includes Rasmusen (1988).
19 See, for example, Jensen and Meckling (1976).
20 For example, through takeovers or a company moving to private ownership with less dispersed shareholdings.
21 The BBC has 25 million licence-fee payers. If 80 per cent subscribed it would, of course, be three times the size

of the National Trust but of the same order of magnitude. As a proportion of the relevant population, the
number of BBC members would not be very different from the number of Trades Union Congress members at
its peak. The Co-operative Group has about 4 million members. As a matter of detail (though important
detail) it would have to be determined which subscribers were owner–voters (for example, would it include
streaming-only subscribers or international subscribers?).

22 For example, Norwich Union was a mutual life insurer until 1997. The mutual wholly owned a shareholder-
owned company selling general insurance. At the time it demutualised in 1997, it was the UK's second biggest
insurance company. The mutual structure still allowed the company to own a proprietary company, diversify
and grow while not undermining the culture of the mutual part of the business. It also operated subsidiaries
in a number of countries.

23 The precise governance and ownership structures of universities differ and are often complex. Few, though,
are profit-making institutions.

24 Given that the existing capital would not be bought by the new subscriber–owners, as in a conventional priva-
tisation, there would have to be restrictions on future disposals or winding-up if it was chronically loss-
making. This would be a technical detail to be dealt with in legislation.
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